Little Eyolf

Little Eyolf tells the story of the Allmer
family. At the outset of the play, the father,
Alfred, has just returned from a trip to the
mountains. While there, he resolved to
focus foremost on raising his son Eyolf,
rather than continue work on his book,
Human Responsibility. Eyolf, though
described as having beautiful, intelligent
eyes, is paralyzed in one of his legs, and
thus his life is a sheltered one. He craves
more than anything else to live the life of a
normal boy, but his father knows that this
is not possible. As such, Alfred wants to
turn Eyolf towards loftier, intellectual
pursuits. The Allmer household is soon
visited by the Rat-Wife, a woman capable
of enchanting rodents into following her
into the sea, where they drown. She leaves
when informed that her services are
unnecessary, and Eyolf follows her,
unnoticed by Alfred, his wife Rita, and
Alfreds sister Asta. Once Eyolf is gone,
Alfred details his plan for being a better
father to Eyolf and allowing him to attain
happiness. In the course of his description,
they are visited by Borghejm, an engineer,
who is interested in Asta. While Asta and
Borghejm
walk
outside,
Ritas
possessiveness of Alfred is revealed,
during which she even wishes that Eyolf
had never been born, as he diverts Alfreds
attention from herself. Rita and Alfreds
conversation is interrupted by the return of
Asta and Borghejm, and then followed by
sounds of shouts down by the sea, which
reveal that Eyolf has drowned after
following the Rat-Wife into the sea. Down
by the sea, Alfred mourns and is comforted
by Asta. Rita and Borghejm follow, and
once again Borghejm removes Asta from
the action allowing for confrontation
between Rita and Alfred. In the course of
their conversation, Rita talks more about
needing Alfred wholly while Alfred reveals
that he married Rita in order to be able to
better Astas life. They also each blame
each other for Eyolfs injury (as a baby, he
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fell off a table while they were making
love), with Alfred accusing Rita of luring
me in to you, distracting him from his duty
to watch over Eyolf. Borghejm and Asta
return, and Borghejm is once again
unsuccessful at convincing Asta to marry
him. However, when asked by Alfred and
Rita to stay with them and take Eyolfs
place, somehow allowing them to ease
their guilt and avoid the problems in their
relationship, Asta decides to marry
Borghejm and follow him north. With
Alfred
indicating
a
continued
unwillingness to be the husband Rita
desires, she shares her new plan to try to
better the lives of the poorer children who
live down by the sea. In this, Alfred sees
something positive again in Rita, and
Alfred decides to remain, so that together
they can atone for their mistakes.

Little Eyolf (Play, Revival) opened in New York City Feb 2, 1926 and played through Feb 1926. Of the twelve great
prose plays that Henrik Ibsen wrote between 1877 and 1899, perhaps the least-known and least-revived is Little Eyolf. 156 min - Uploaded by yiotisnSolid BBC teleplay of Henrik Ibsens stage-piece about a writer trapped in a loveless
Drama Previous All Episodes (120) Next Little Eyolf Poster The Rat Wife Emma Piper Asta Allmers. Charles
Dance Borghejm. Timothy Stark Eyolf19 . The National Theatre of Norway presents. Little Eyolf. by Henrik Ibsen.
But if Eyolf had never been born? Alfred Allmers has abandoned hisIbsen Companys Artistic Director Kare Conradi is
appearing in a National Theatret production of Ibsens Little Eyolf. When the dream of the perfect family - 178 min Uploaded by Michael LaneSolid BBC teleplay of Henrik Ibsens stage-piece about a writer trapped in a loveless The
National Theatre of Norway. Little Eyolf. Directed by: Sofia Jupither By: Henrik Ibsen. Set design: Erlend Birkeland
Costume design: Ellen D?hli Ystehede Little Eyolf was written in Christiania during 1894, and published in
Copenhagen on December 11 in that year. By this time IbsensINTRODUCTION. Little Eyolf was written in Christiania
during 1894, and published in Copenhagen on December 11 in that year. By this time Ibsens - 9 min - Uploaded by
Klara KadlecovaLittle Eyolf. Klara Kadlecova. Loading Unsubscribe from Klara Kadlecova? Cancel Unsubscribe As a
nod to the father of modern drama, Brigham Young Universitys Department of Theatre and Media Arts will perform
Henrik Ibsens Little - 2 min - Uploaded by Print RoomThe National Theatre of Norway presents Little Eyolf by Henrik
Ibsen Alfred Allmers has The Almeida is fast becoming the home of marital mayhem. No sooner have Rachel Cusks
Medea and Jason stopped tearing strips off each - 175 min - Uploaded by andrea keefaSolid BBC teleplay of Henrik
Ibsens stage-piece about a writer trapped in a loveless Little Eyolf, play in three acts by Henrik Ibsen, published in
Norwegian as Lille Eyolf in 1894 and produced the following year. This complex psychological dramaRead highlights
from a talk given by Assistant Director Sara Joyce to Almeida Members on 14 December: This version of Little Eyolf
has been written by Richardbility, although it finds lofty expression in Little Eyolf, for both Rita and Alfred Allmers in
fulfilling their responsibility will have their eyes lifted Upwards - towards
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